Rapid Steel action
SHARPENING AS ON A STEEL

- Simply draw blade through rods for a perfect edge everytime
- Sharpening rods with wear resisting and super hard special coating
- Ergonomic shape for fast and safe sharpening
- Easy maintenance
- Reduced risk of injuries

Rapid Steel action-Set (incl. Stand)
Prod.-No. 9 0092 00

Rapid Steel action
Prod.-No. 9 0091 00

www.fdick.com
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Rapid Steel action
Sharpens blunt knives

Sharpening made easy with Rapid Steel action:

Draw the knife with light pressure through the rods.
Please use the spring action of the rods without bottoming the knife.
Repeat this action a few times and the result will be a razor sharp edge.

Further versions:

Rapid Steel polish
Prod.-No. 9 0080 00
With polished rods for straightening and smoothing

Rapid Steel HyperDrill
Prod.-No. 9 0081 00
With super fine tension rods for honing and smoothing

Stand
white, Prod.-No. 9 0081 06-05
black, Prod.-No. 9 0081 06

As leading knife manufacturer Friedr. Dick is certainly competent regarding the sharpening of all types of knives. There are many different requirements for how a knife blade can be ground. F. Dick offers individual solutions e. g. for canteens and supermarkets:

Sharpening Machine
DICK RS-75

Sharpening and Honing Machine – for highest demands
DICK RS-150 DUO

We will happily send you detailed information about our range.